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A method is presented for constructing the general solution to higher Hamiltonians 
(nonquadratic in the momenta) ofthe Toda hierarchies of integrable models associated with a 
simple Lie group G. The method is representation independent and is based on a modified 
version ofthe Lax operator. It constitutes a generalization ofthe method used to construct the 
solutions of the Toda molecule models. The SL ( 3) and SL ( 4) cases are discussed in detail. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nonlinear systems in one and two space-time dimen
sions have been the object of a great interest in physics and 
mathematics. Their structures are, in general, very rich and 
very useful in the understanding of nonlinear properties of 
physicaltheories. The Todamolecule model 1 (TM) is one of 
these systems that has been studied quite extensively using 
several different approaches. The equations of motion for its 
one-dimensional version are given by 

(1.1 ) 

For the case where the square, nonsingular matrix K is the 
Cartan matrix of a simple Lie group G, of rank r, these equa
tions are completely integrable.2

,3 Their solutions have al
ready been constructed.4-6 

The Lie group G plays an important role in the study of 
the integrability properties of the TM equations. The solu
tions of Eqs. (1.1) can be viewed as some special geodesic 
motion on the symmetric space G N I K, where G N is the nor
mal real form of G and K is its maximal compact sub
group. 5,7 When G N I K is parametrized by the horospherical 
coordinates, 5, 

7 Eqs. (1.1) correspond, by a reduction proce
dure, to the radial part of the equations for the free motion on 
G N I K. Although the TM equations are not invariant under 
continuous transformations associated with G, the invar
iance of the geodesic motion under left translations on 
G N I K by G N is, in some sense, hidden in (1.1). 

Perhaps the richest structures of the TM equations asso
ciated with this hidden symmetry are contained in the so
called fundamental Poisson bracket relation (FPR) or the 
classical Yang-Baxter equation, 8,2, 7,9,10 which relates two 
bracket structures. On one side is the Poisson bracket 
between the entries of a matrix operator A and on the other is 
the Lie bracket or commutator between A and a constant 
operator P. In a tensor product notation, the FPR for the 
TM reads2,7 

{A®A}PB= -[P,A®I+I®A]. ( 1.2) 

The operator A lives in the subspace ofthe Lie algebra of G N, 

which is the tangent space to G N I K at unity, and it is given 
by 

(1.3 ) 

where Pa [a = 1,2, ... ,r ( = rank G)] is the canonical mo
mentum conjugate to t/Ja; Ha are the Cartan subalgebra gen
erators in the Chevalley basis of the group G, whose Cartan 
matrix is K ab; E a (E _ a ) are the step operators for the simple 
roots (their negatives) of G; and gab 1 is the inverse of the 
matrix defined in (2.3a). 

The operator P lives in the tensor product space of two 
copies of the Lie algebra of G, and is given by2.

7 

(1.4) 

where the summation is over the positive roots a of G and Ea 
are the corresponding step operators. The structures of the 
classical Yang-Baxter equations, like ( 1.2), are intrinsically 
related to the algebraic and geometric properties of symmet
ric spaces. 11 

From (1.2) we obtain 

{A,(1IN)Tr A N}PB = [A,BN ], (1.5) 

where the operator B N is defined as 

B N =TrR [P(1®A N
-

1
)] = -TrL [P(A N

- 1 ®1)]. 
( 1.6) 

The subindices Rand L mean we are taking the trace of the 
right and left entries, respectively, of the tensor product. 

In the case where the Hamiltonian is Tr A N IN, the rela
tion (1.5) becomes a Lax pair equationY 

( 1.7) 

For N = 2, this is the Lax equation for the TM equation 
introduced in ( 1.1 ).2,3 In this sense, the classical Yang-Bax
ter equation (1.4) is more fundamental than the Lax equa
tion. 

From (1.5) it follows that the charges Tr A N are in in
volution, i.e., 

{Tr A N,Tr A M}PB = O. ( 1.8) 
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The number of these charges, which are functionally inde
pendent, is equal to the rank of G. 

In the cases where the HamiltoRian is one of those 
charges, the corresponding system is integrable, since Eq. 
(1.8) implies it has rank G independent conserved charges 
(including the Hamiltonian). Therefore, we have rank G 
integrable systems associated with each classical Yang-Bax
ter equation (1.2). These constitute the Toda models' hier
archies. 13 The Hamiltonian for the TM model (1.1) is 
Tr A 2/2. It is the simplest model of the hierarchy associated 
with a given group G. 

In this paper, we generalize the method of Refs. 4 and 5 
to construct the solutions to higher Hamiltonians in the 
Toda hierarchy, i.e., the Hamiltonians Tr A N IN (N) 2), 
which are not quadratic in the momenta. Although these 
Hamiltonians are representation dependent, our method 
works uniformly in any representation. The integration of 
the equations of motion is performed by making a suitable 
modification of the Lax operator A such that it becomes a 
polynomial in the momenta of the same degree as B N' In 
fact, in a given representation D '\ we take it to be the compo
nent ofthe matrix [D ,l(A)] N - 1 lying in the representation 
itself. 

In Sec. II we describe the construction of the solutions 
to the higher Hamiltonians using the zero curvature condi
tion (Lax equation) and the Iwasawa decomposition of the 
normal real form G N of G. In Sees. III and IV we apply such 
a method for the Toda hierarchies associated with the 
groups SL(3) and SL(4), respectively. 

II. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTIONS 

Olshanetsky and Perelomovs have constructed the solu
tions of the TM equations (1.1) by projecting, on the phase 
space of TM, some special geodesic flows on the symmetric 
phase G N I K. This space has some nice algebraic properties 
due to the Iwasawa decompositionl4 of G N

, the (noncom
pact) normal real form of the Lie group G, whose Cartan 
matrix appears in (1.1). According to that, the elements of 
the group G N decompose as 

g = nak, geG N, (2.1) 

where n is an element of the nilpotent subgroup G N genera
ted by the negative root step operators E _ a of G N, a is an 
element of the Abelian subgroup generated by the Cartan 
subalgebra generators Ha (a = 1,2, ... ,rank G N), and k be
longs to K, which is the maximal compact subgroup of G N 

and is generated by (Ea - E _ a ). These generators satisfy 
the commutation relations 

[ Ha ,Hb] = 0, a,b = 1 ,2, ... ,r = rank G N, 

[Ha,E±a] ±KaaE±a' 

{

NapEa + 13' if a + P is a root, 

[Ea,Ep] = 2a.H la2
, if a + P = 0, 

0, otherwise, 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

where Kaa = 2a. aa I a;, aa are the simple roots of G N, and 
N a/3 are some structure constants that are not important in 
what follows. The Killing form of G N can be normalized as 
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Tr(HaHb) = 4(aa·abla;a~) =4gab , 

Tr(EaHa) = 0, 

Tr(Ea E _ 13) = (2/a2)ba/3' 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

Due to the Iwasawa decomposition (2.1) of G N, the 
points of the symmetric space G N I K can be put into a one
to-one correspondence with the elements of the solvable sub
group na.7 This subgroup plays an important role in the con
struction of the solutions to the Hamiltonians in the Toda 
hierarchies, as we will now explain. 

Although we are dealing with a one-dimensional theory, 
i.e., which depends only on time, it is much easier to consider 
a zero curvature condition in two space-time dimensions 
where the "gauge" potentials, which we shall denote by Ax 
and AI' do not depend upon the extra space variable x, ie., 
(see comments at the end of this section), 15 

[at +Al'ax +Ax] =atAx - [Ax.Azl =0. (2.4) 

The potentials A x and A t will be chosen to be functions of the 
operators A andBN , defined in (1.3) and (1.6), respectively, 
such that the vanishing of (2.4) is a consequence ofthe Lax 
pair equation (1. 7), and therefore of the equations of mo
tion. 

It is highly desirable in our construction, the reason for 
which will become clear later on, to write, in the light cone 
variables u = (x + t)/2 and v = (x - t)/2, the component 
Au Ax - At as a "pure gauge" potential of the solvable 
subgroup na, i.e., 

b - 1 ab = _ b - 1 db = A ben (2.5) & ~ v' ~ 

where we have used the fact that the elements b of the sub
group na do not depend upon the x variable. Integrating 
(2.5), one obtains b(t) as a path ordered integral 

b(t)=b(O)pexp[L-VAvdvl (2.6) 

Due to (2.4), the integration above is path independent and 
therefore we can first integrate in x from 0 to - t and then in 
t from 0 to t. We getl5 

b(t) = b(O) exp( - tAx (O»U(1), (2.7) 

where 

U(t) = P exp[L At dt l (2.8) 

So, the unknown time dependence of b is contained in the 
operator U(t). 

We now have to express the potentials A x and A t in 
terms of the operators A and B N such that Au is an element of 
the Lie algebra ofna. Using (1.4) and (1.6), we find thatBN 
is a linear combination of the positive and negative step oper
ators 

2 

BN = L ~{Tr(E_aAN-l)Ea -Tr(EaAN-J)E_ a}. 
a>O 2 

(2.9) 

For N = 2, we find using (2.3) and (1.3), that the coef
ficients of Ea and E _ a vanish for a nonsimple, and are the 
same as the coefficients of (Ea + E _ a ) in ( 1.3). Therefore, 
taking A x = A and A I = B2, we find that Au is an element of 

L. A. Ferreira and R. M. Londe 3042 
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the algebra of the solvable subgroup na. This is in fact the 
"pure gauge" potential used in the construction of the solu
tions of the TM equations.4

•s,ls 

For N> 2, the situation is more delicate, in part because 
it involves traces of more than two generators. Since B N is a 
polynomial in the momenta of degree N - I, we need a po
tential of the same form to cancel the term proportional to 
Ea in (2.9) and get a potential in the Lie algebra of na. 

In any highest weight finite-dimensional representation 
D A of the Lie algebra !fV of G N, the generators Ha and Ea 
satisfy the Hermiticity property 

DA(Ha) + = DA(Ha), DA(Ea) + = DA(E -a)' (2.10) 

It then follows that the Lax operator A, defined in (1.3), is 
Hermitian: 

(2.11 ) 

Therefore, in any representation D A (of dimension m), the 
matrix [DA(A) ]N- I is Hermitian and consequently be
longs to the vector space V spanned by all m X m Hermitian 
matrices [i.e., the defining representation of the Lie algebra 
of V(m)]. We denote by D the subspace of V spanned by 
DA(Ha), DA(Ea +E_ a ), and iDA(Ea -E_a)' Since V 
is a Euclidean vector space, we define M to be the orthogonal 
complement of D in V. Then 

Tr(MD) =0. (2.12) 

Using the fact that D is a subalgebra of Vunder the commu
tator, and the cyclic property of the trace, 

Tr([M,D JD) = Tr(M [D,D 1) =0. 

Therefore, 

[M,D] eM. (2.13 ) 

The matrix [D A (A) ] N - I can be written as a real linear com
bination of the basis of D plus some matrix M'1, which be
longs to M. Then, using (2.3) and (2.12), 

dA{[DA(A) ]N-I _ M'1} 

= ! Dab I Tr[DA(HbA N-I)]DA(Ha) 
a,b 

2 

+ I a {Tr[ DA(E_aA N-I)]DA(Ea) 
a>O 2 

+ Tr[DA(EaA N-I) ]DA(E_ a )}, (2.14) 

where d A is the Dynkin indexl6 of the representation DA 
[the bilinear trace form in D A is d A times the Killing form 
(2.3) ]. 

If the Hamiltonian :Jr is taken to be a function of the 
charges 

1'1 = (lIN)Tr[DA(A)]N, (2.15 ) 

then the time evolution of any function f of the canonical 
variables is given by 

ddlf = {f,:Jr}PB = I aa~ {f,I'1}PB' (2.16) 
t N '1 N 

where the summation is over the charges I '1, which are func
tionally independent. As a consequence of ( 1.8), the charges 
1'1 are conserved and the Hamiltonian :Jr is integrable. 
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From (1.5) and (2.13), we find that the potentials 

A A (:Jr) = d A"\.' a:Jr {[DA(A) ]N-I _ MA} (2.17a) 
x ~ aI'1 N , 

A A(:Jr) = "" a:Jr DA(B ) 
I ~ JI'1 N 

satisfy the Lax pair equation 

dA A (:Jr) 
X

dt 
= [A ~ (:Jr),A :(:Jr)] 

and, in addition, the matrix M'1 has to satisfy 

dM'1 A A 
---;j( - [M N,A t ] = O. 

(2.17b) 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

Therefore, traces of powers of M '1 are constants of motion. 
The advantages of the Lax equation (2.18) are that the 

potentials A ~ and A : are both polynomials in the momenta 
of the same degree and, most important, that the potential 
A ~ = A ~ - A : is an element of the Lie algebra of the sub
group na. Therefore, we can take the potentials appearing in 
(2.4) to be those given by (2.17). From (2.16) and (1.3), we 
have 

df/Ja =~"" a:Jr""g-lTr[DA(H AN-I)]. 
dt 2 ~ JI'11: ab b 

(2.20) 

Then, using, (2.5), (2.17), (2.14), and (2.9), we have (with 
b evaluated in the representation D A) 

A A(:Jr) = _ b - I db 
v dt 

=~ I df/Ja DA(Ha) +2 I a~ 
2 a dt N aI N 

2 

X I ~Tr[DA(EaAN-I)]DA(E_a). (2.21) 
a>O 2 

Therefore, the coefficients of the Cartan subalgebra genera
tors in A ~ are just the velocities. This fact makes the integra
tion of the equations of motion easier. Indeed, since b = na, 
we have 

b - I db I da + _ I I dn - =a - a n -a. 
dt dt dt 

(2.22) 

The first term on the rhs is a linear combination of the Car
tan subalgebra generators, and the second term is a linear 
combination of negative step operators. Therefore, compar
ing (2.21) with (2.22), we get 

a-I da = _ ~I df/Ja DA(Ha) (2.23) 
dt 2 a dt 

and, consequently, 

a = exp( - ! f/JA(t)), 

where we have defined 

a 

Using (2.10) and (2.11), we have 

L. A. Ferreira and R. M. Lande 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 
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Tr DA(HaA N-I)* = Tr DA(HaA N-I), 

Tr DA(EaA N-I)* = Tr D\E _aA N-I). 
(2.26) 

From (2.9), we then see that the operator BN is anti-Hermi
tian, and therefore the potentials introduced in (2.17) satisfy 

[A~(Jf'>] + =A~(Jf'), [A:(Jf')] + = -A:(Jf'). 
(2.27) 

Working with these potentials, we find that the operator 
U(t), defined in (2.8), is unitary and consequently we have, 
from (2.7), 

b(t)b(t) + = b(O) exp{ - 2tA ~ (Jf') II=o}b(O) +. 
(2.28) 

Using (2.24) and the fact that ,pA(t) is Hermitian, we get 

xexp{ - 2tA ~ (Jf') 11=0} 

X e - ¢A(0)/2n (0) + [n(t) + ] - I. (2.29) 

Therefore, the unknown time dependence of the coordinates 
,pa is contained in the elements of the nilpotent subgroup n, 
whose generators are the negative step operators. However, 
by taking the expectation value of the expression (2.29) in 
the highest weight state IA) of the representation D A, we 
eliminate this unknown time dependence. Indeed, the state 
IA ) is annihilated by all positive step operators, and conse
quently 

(2.30) 

The fundamental weights Aa (a = 1,2, ... ,rank G N) satisfy 

2aa.Ab/a~ = Dab' (2.31) 

Therefore, working with the rank G N fundamental represen
tations of G N, we get 

DAa(Hb)IAa) = DabIAa)· (2.32) 

Consequently, from (2.29) and (2.30), it follows that 

e - ¢a(t) = e - ¢a(O) (Aa lexp [ - 2tA :a(Jf') II = 0] IAa). (2.33) 

This is the general solution of the equations of motion 
for a model described by any Hamiltonian Jf', which is a 
function ofthe charges Tr A N. We notice that the solutions 
have the same formal expression for any Jf', including the 
solutions to the Toda molecule models4

•
s corresponding to 

Jf' = (l/2)Tr A 2. The actual different time evolutions are 

encoded into the operator A :a(Jf') 11=0 containing the ini
tial values of coordinates and momenta. 

The introduction of the extra space varaiable x is an 
artifice of the construction. It enables us to treat the Lax 
operators as the components of a "gauge potential" in two 
dimensions. Then we can play with the path-independent 
integration of (2.5) to select a component of the gauge po
tential, which points to a suitable direction in the algebra~. 
In fact, the choice of A ~ is made in such a way that A ~ lies in 
the subalgebra na. This choice implies, in addition, that the 
coefficients of the Cartan subalgebra generators in A ~ are 
just the velocities. This makes the integration possible. We 
point out, however, that the physics of the problem is un
changed by the introduction of the extra space variable x 
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since the gauge potentials are x independent. 
In the next two sections, we show how to use the proce

dure described above to find the general solutions to the 
Hamiltonians in the hierarchies ofthe Toda models associat
ed with the groups SL (3) and SL ( 4). 

III. THE SL(3) TODA HIERARCHY 

For the case ofSL(3), there are only two charges Tr AN 
that are functionally independent, namely, Tr A 2 and Tr A 3. 
In the case where the Hamiltonian is Tr A 2, we get the Toda 
molecule equations for SL(3), whose solutions are 
known.4

•
s We now want to discuss the model defined by the 

Hamiltonian Tr A 3. 

The equations become simpler if we perform the canoni
cal transformation 

(3.1a) 

1 ",,-I 'TTa = - £.,6ab Pb' 
2 b 

(3.1b) 

The Lax operator A, defined in (1.3), then becomes 

1 (a~) A=I'TTaHa+-Iexp Pa- (Ea+E_ a)· 
a 2 a 2 

(3.2) 

All roots of SL( 3) have the same length and so we can 
set a~ = 2. We shall denote by A I and A2 the fundamental 
weights of SL (3), which are associated to the triplet and 
antitriplet representations, respectively. By taking the Ham
iltonian Jf' of our system to be Tr A 3/3, evaluated in the 
triplet representation, we get 

Jf' = ! Tr[DA'(A) P 
= 'TTI 'TT2 ( 'TTl - 'TT2 ) + 1 ['TT2e2p, - 'TTle2p,]. (3.3) 

When evaluated in the antitriplet representation, the quanti
ty Tr A 3 gets a factor ( - 1) with respect to its value in the 
triplet representation. So we have 

Jf' = -! Tr[DA2(A) p, (3.4) 

This Hamiltonian is not positive definite and it is singu
lar whenever 

(3.5) 

However, it describes an integrable system since, from ( 1. 8), 
we get that the quantity 

12 =! Tr[DA'(A) P 
=! Tr[DA2(A) P 

= tri + tG - 'TTI 'TT2 + 1 [e2p, + e2P2 ] (3.6) 

is conserved. 
The Hamilton's equations of motion for such systems 

are given by 

PI = 'TT2 (2'TTI - 'TT2 ) -1 ~P2, 
P2 = - 'TTl (2'TT2 - 'TTl) + 1 e2p" 

iTl = -! 'TT2e2p" 

iT2 =! 'TTle2P2. 

L. A. Ferreira and R. M. Londe 
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(3.7b) 

(3.7c) 

(3.7d) 
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Notice that if the momenta vanish at a given time, then 
they will vanish for all times. In this case the energy of the 
system is zero. According to (3.5) this corresponds to a sin
gular point of the Hamiltonian. The dynamics of the system 
at this singular point become very simple since Eqs. (3.7) 
reduce to 

p_ =0, (3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

where P ± = PI ± P2' Therefore, in this case the system is 
composed of a particle satisfying the Liouville equation plus 
a free particle. However, due to the conservation of 12, they 
are subjected to the constraint 

I p'2 _lp'2 +le2p+ (3.9) 2: - -2 + l! . 

The equations of motion (3.7) can be written in a more 
interesting form by eliminating the momenta using the con
served quantity 12, From (3.7) we have 

2pI + P2 = - (~ + 11'111'2 + !e2P' - ~Pl)e2P', (3.lOa) 

2pz + PI = - (ni + 'TT I 'TT2 + !e2p , + !i>z)e2p,. (3. lOb ) 

Using (3.1), (3.6), (3.7a), (3.7b), and the fact that, for 
SL(3), KII = Kn = 2, K12 = K21 = - 1, we can write 
(3.10) as 

•• • K <P 
<Pa = [!Eac<Pc -iI2]e ab., a= 1,2, (3.11) 

where Ell = E22 0, EI2 = - E21 1. 
We now construct the solutions to this equation using 

the procedure of Sec. II. In the I-dimensional fundamental 
representations of SL(l), the matrix M ~ is proportional to 
the I X I unity matrix. The reason is that any I X I real matrix 
can be written as a linear combination of the matrices repre
senting the (/2 1) generators ofSL(I), in one of these rep
resentations, and the unity matrix. The trace of a generator 
of a semisimple Lie algebra vanishes in any finite-climension
al representation. Then, by taking the trace on both sides of 
(2.14) and using (3.6), we get 

M~' = M~' iI213x3, 

which obviously satisfies (2.19). 

(3.12) 

Therefore, the potentials (2.17), in the triplet represen
tation, are given by 

A~' = [DA'(A) P - F213x3' 

A;' = D A '(B3 ), 

and in the antitriplet representation by 

A ~2 = - [DA'(A) f + ~Iz13x3' 
A;' = - DA'(B3 ), 

where we have used the fact that d A, = d A, = 1. 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

Since A I and ..1.2 are the fundamental weights of SL (3), 
the expression for the solutions <PI (t) and <P2 (t) are given by 
(2.33) for the potentials (3.13a) and (3.l4a), respectively. 

IV. THE SL(4) TODA HIERARCHY 

We will denote by AI' ..1.2, and ..1.3 the fundamental 
weights ofSL( 4). They are, respectively, the highest weights 
of the 4, 6, and 4 fundamental representations of SL( 4). In 
this case there are three charges Tr A N that are functionally 
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independent. Using the notation introduced in (2.t5), we 
find that in the D A, fundamental representation these three 
charges are 

I~' = ni + ~ + ni - 'TT1'TT2 - 'TT2'TT3 + !(e2P' + e2p, + e2p,), 
( 4.la) 

I~' = 'TT111'2(11'1 -11'2) + 11'2'TT3(11'2 - 'TT3 ) 

+ H'TT2e
2p, + ('TT3 - 'TTl )e2P' 'TT2e2p,], (4.tb) 

I*'=H'TTi +'TTi +'TT; -211'2(~ +~) +3~(ni +ni) 

- 2~ ('TTl + 'TT3 ) + ~(ni - 'TT1'TT2 + ~ )~, 

+ ~(ni - 'TT211'3 + ~ )~, 
+ H ni + ~ + ni -'TT2( 'TTl + 'TT3 ) - 'TT1'TT3 ]e2P, 

+ -h (e4p, + e4p, + e4p, + 2e2(p, +p,) + 2e2(p, +p,)}, 

(4.1c) 

where we have used the canonical variables introduced in 
(3.1 ). 

In the D A, fundamental representation we have 

1 ,1.· 
4 . (4.2) 

In the D A, fundamental representation the charges I~' and 
I;' vanish. Then the functionally independent charges in 
this representation are 

Ii' = 2Ii', (4.3a) 

1*' = 3(l~,)2 - 41*', (4.3b) 

I~' = lj(li,)3 8Ii'I~' + (l~,)2. (4.3c) 

The relations (4.1 )-( 4.3) can be easily checked using a RE

DUCE program. 
The solutions to any Hamiltonian that is a function of 

the charges Tr A N can be written in terms of the solutions of 
three Hamiltonians that are independent functions of these 
charges. The SL{ 4) Toda molecule model itself is described 
by the Hamiltonian I~'. Therefore, we will take the Hamilto
nians of the other two models in this hierarchy to be 

K4=I~', 

K6=I~2. 

We have 

M A,-IIA'l 
3 - 2: 2 4x4, 

(4.4 ) 

(4.5) 

(4.7) 

M~3=0, M~'=¥i'14X4' M*'=in'14x4' (4.8) 

Equations (4.6) and (4.8) are obtained using the same argu
ments leading to (3.12). Equation (4.7) can be checked us
ing a REDUCE program. The Dynkin indices for the funda
mental representations of SL( 4) are d A, = d A, = 1 and 
d A

, = 2. Therefore, from (2.17), (4.2), and (4.3), we find 
that the Lax pair operators for the Hamiltonian K 4, in the 
fundamental representations, are 

A ~'(K4) = 6Ii'DA'(A) - 4{[DA'(A) P - in'14x4 }, 

(4.9a) 

A ;'(K4 ) = 6Ii'DA'(B2) - 4DA'(B4), 

A ~'(K4) = 2[DA'(A) p, 

L. A. Ferreira and A. M. Lande 

(4.9b) 

(4.lOa) 
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(4. lOb) 

A ~'(Jf'4) = 6I~'DA.'(A) - 4{[DA.'(A) P - ~I~'14x4}' 
(4.11a) 

A ;'(Jf'4) = 6I~'DA.'(B2) - 4DA.'(B4). (4.11b) 

Analogously, the Lax pair operators for the Hamilto
nian Jf'6 in the fundamental representations are 

A ~'(Jf'6) = [l4(/~,)2 - 8I:']DA.'(A) 

+ 2I~'{[DA.'(A) P - !I~'14x4} 

- 8I~'{[DA.'(A) P - ~I~'14x4}' (4.12a) 

A ;'(Jf'6) = [14(/~,)2 - 8I:']DA.'(B2) 

+ 2I~'DA.'(B3) - 8I~'DA.'(B4)' (4.12b) 

A ~'(Jf'6) = 2[DA.'(A) p, (4.13a) 

A ;'(Jf'6) = DA.'(B6 ), (4.13b) 

A ~'(Jf'6) = [14(/~'f - 8I:']DA.'(A) 

+ 2I~'{[DA.'(A) P - !I~'14x4} 

- 8I~'{[DA.'(A) P - iI:'14x4}, (4.14a) 

A ;'(Jf'6) = [l4(/~,)2 - 81:' ]DA.'(B2) 

+ 2I~'DA.'(B3) - 8I~'DA.'(B4)' (4.14b) 

The general solutions to the Hamiltonians Jf'4 and Jf'6 
are obtained from (2.33) using the "gauge potentials" given 
above. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a method for constructing the gen
eral solution to higher Hamiltonians in the Toda hierarchies 
associated to any simple Lie group G. The method is repre
sentation independent and it is a generalization of the work 
ofOlshanetsky and Perelomov,5 and Leznov and Saveliev.4 

The key point of the construction is the modification of the 
Lax operator. For the Toda molecule models the operators A 
and B2, defined in (1.3) and (1.6), respectively, are such 
that their difference is an element ofthe solvable subalgebra 
na. This fact plays an important role in the construction of 
the solutions of the TM4

,5 since it makes the connection with 
the geodesics on the symmetric space G N IK. 5

•
7 For the 

higher Hamiltonians, Tr AN (N) 2), in the hierarchies the 
operator B N depends upon the momenta and, unlike A, it 
contains nonsimple root step operators. The operator A is 
Hermitian in any representation D \ and therefore powers of 
the matrix DA.(A) (of dimension m) belong to the vector 
space of the m X m Hermitian matrices. Since this is a Eu-
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clidean space, the matrices belonging to the representation 
DA. can be split from the rest in a way that relations (2.12) 
and (2.13) hold. Then, by replacing the operator A by the 
component of the matrix [D A.(A)] N - 1 lying in the repre
sentation DA., we obtain from (1.7) two decoupled Lax 
equations, namely (2.18) and (2.19). The first one leads us 
to the solution in a quite simple way. Analogously to the TM 
case, the difference between the new Lax operators (2.17) is 
an element of the subalgebra na. In addition, the integration 
is made easy by the fact the component of the Lax operator 
(2.21) lying in the Cartan subalgebra is linear in the veloc
ities. This is very similar to what happens in Refs. 4 and 5. 

It would be very interesting to investigate further the 
possibility of understanding this construction in terms of the 
universal enveloping algebra of G N. We believe that such an 
investigation could shed some light on the quantum integra
bility properties of these models and their relation with 
quantum groups. Natural extensions of our work would be 
the construction of the solutions of the two-dimensional ver
sion of these higher Hamiltonians. One could also try to 
make a connection between the solution presented here and 
special motions on the symmetric spaces G N I K. 
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